
L.O. I know that there are universal rights for all 
children but for many children these rights are not 
met

L.O. I understand my own wants and needs and 
can compare these to children in different 
communities 



Calm Me

Close your eyes and place your hands on your tummy, ready for us to 
help our minds to calm down so that we are ready to learn.



Open my mind

In your book, draw a rectangle and divide it into 10 equal boxes, 2 
columns of 5. Answer the questions on the next slide in each box on 
the left hand side (leave the right hand side free).

















True False Quiz

See if you can answer the questions in this true/false quiz. 



Most children in Ghana go to school
regularly?

FALSE



Ghana is in East Africa?

FALSE



There are about 600,000 family farms in 
Ghana?

TRUE



All the cocoa farm managers treat the 
children workers badly?

FALSE



Working on a cocoa plantation is easy work
for children?

FALSE



Most children in Ghana do not go to 
secondary school?

TRUE



Children of any age are legally allowed to 
work on cocoa plantations in Ghana?

FALSE



Most children working on the cocoa plantations 
are miserable and unhappy about it?

FALSE



Education in Ghana is free?

TRUE – However, the costs of uniform, stationary items etc. mean that 
many children cannot afford to go to school because the schools do not 
provide these.



All Ghanaian parents want their children to go 
to school?

FALSE – Some see their children as a means to support the family by 
working on the plantations. 



There are some children in Ghana however, who do not have to work
on plantations, and do receive a good education and live a comfortable
lifestyle. We have to be careful not to make assumptions on
stereotypes. Sometimes there is more than one side of a story to think
about.





Pause Point

When Jerry Cat raises her paws, it means that it is time to stop for a 
‘Pause Point.’ This is where I invite you to stop, close your eyes, breathe 
deeply and look inside to notice your thoughts at this present moment. 



Let me Learn

Now it is time to complete the other 5 boxes in your books. This time I 
want you to answer the same 5 questions as if you are a child from the 
PowerPoint who had to work on a cocoa plantation. 

What do you notice when you compare your own answers?

Do you share any similarities/differences?




